ITalent SA are search and recruitment experts for Executives, Managers and Technical
Specialists positions.
We are recruiting on behalf of our client, a major international group, an experienced and
qualified:

Senior Integration Software Developer (M/F)
Core mission
Responsible for the day to day maintenance and new development of the Algo software system.
To play the lead development and architectural role in system to system and business to
business integration. To ensure the effective and efficient use of development tools in the
execution and implementation of software development methodologies and best practices.
Main Responsabilities













Ensure best technical practices are applied
Troubleshooting development environment, production environment, performance tuning
and optimising code
Providing of regular status updates to team management
Ensure team compliance to development standards, methodologies and processes
Development of application components
Create and Maintain work breakdown structures(WBS)
Analysis and investigation of changes/enhancements/defects
Create and maintain technical documentation
Perform code reviews
Participating in Release and Iteration Planning meetings
Managing time effectively during task execution in order to meet assigned milestones
Attending meetings in order to understand customer requirements, make design
decisions and report on progress

Requirements




Bachelor's Degree or equivalent qualification
Microsoft certification
Minimum 5 years' experience in: Visual Studio 2008 or later, System
Architecture,Application integration (System & Business), Azure Integration Services,



Azure BizTalk Services, Windows Service Bus, Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ), C#,
VB.Net, HTML 5, Asp.net, MS SQL, JavaScript, JQuery, Object Orientation, Web
Services, WCF, Database Design, Web & Windows Development, Angular, MVC,
WebForms, Agile methodology
Full fluency in English and other European language a plus

Personal Style











Strong Solution Architecture Skills
Deep understanding of integration of software systems.
Strong analysis, design and documentation skills.
Ability to coach and mentor junior developers.
Deadline focused.
Experience in software architecture.
Proficient in following a formal SDLC process.
Ability to work under pressure and extended hours when required.
Ability to quickly grasp problems and provide solutions.
Understanding of software development methodologies and best practices
Please apply on our website: www.i-talent.com
together with your CV and motivation letter. Thank you.

Only applications via this e-mail will be considered for this recruitment. If you don’t
receive a reply to your application within 2 weeks, please consider that your file has not
been shortlisted.

